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Map 1: Map to Tonga
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Background
Tonga Rural Innovative Project (TRIP) is a five year
project funded by the International Fund for Agriculture
Development (IFAD) and the Government of Tonga and
is targeting 60 rural remote communities throughout
Tonga. The Project is currently being implemented by
Mainstreaming of Rural Development Innovation
(MORDI) Tonga Trust starting from 2012 and will
complete in 2017.
The rationale behind TRIP is that enhanced community
capacity for sustainable planning and action, linked to
enhanced business capability for sustainable financing
and investment, will contribute to improved sustainable
livelihoods of vulnerable households in rural areas of
Tonga.
TRIP has established a fund called Supplemental
Equity Grants (SEG). The SEG fund aims to assist
agriculture and rural businesses to access loan
Company Name:
finance from commercial banks in Tonga. It provides a
maximum of 20% to the total value of an investment
Owner: Mr. John John
matched by a 20% equity contribution from the business
Established: May 2004
applicant matched with a 60% loan from a commercial
Product: Vanilla
bank. The ceiling support for a SEG is TOP$49 250.00
with a floor of TOP$8 250.00 to any business that
URL: http://www.heilalavanilla.com
purchases raw or processed goods from rural areas of
Photo: Grade A Heilala Vanilla cured beans are at least 22cm and
operations.
holds no less than 20% water content.

Heilala Vanilla

Heilala Vanilla
This year, TRIP successfully supported Heilala Vanilla who bought 90% of their 10 tonne green beans from
small outer island farmers in the Vava’u group. Here we will examine the success of Heilala Vanilla under the
support of the SEG and TRIP based on Heilala Vanilla’s experience with the Vava’u outer island communities.
Thanks to John Ross, co-owner of Heilala Vanilla, Tongan vanilla is making a
comeback at international markets after being dormant for the past . Whether it’s
opening a bottle of Heilala vanilla syrup or adding a little vanilla infused sugar or
paste to your cooking, the aroma transports you like a sci-fi portal to the white
sandy beaches of Vava’u, whether you’ve been here or not, you enter a tropical
trance. For Tongans abroad it is like remembering your Grandmother’s
puteni which was always a treat with a hint of vanilla
essence. Whatever your reason for picking up a product of
Heilala vanilla you can be sure that you are contributing to a
labour of love, a love forged on the shores of ‘Utungake,
Vava’u which comes as no surprise to any Tongan.
Grandmother’s

Photo: Part of Heilala Vanilla line
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Photo: Employee of Heilala Vanilla sorting dried vanilla as part of the preparation for shipment to New Zealand.

How it all began
Any vanilla farmer would acknowledge that vanilla growing truly is a labour of love. To those who have no
idea – head over to google and educate yourself on the process as this is not a story of pollination but a story
of a man whose small business venture has opened doors to farmers of the rural isolated outer islands of
Vava’u.
Laulile Latu of ‘Utungake and his family of eight came to know John when he visited Tongan Beach Resort
back in 2001. Like any Tongan family, the Latus invited him for ‘umu (earth oven cookout) at their home
nearly every Sunday for the three months he was there. When John left, an unfriendly guest visited the
Vava’u Islands on New Year’s Eve 2001– cyclone Waka. It has remained one of the most costliest cyclones
to hit Tonga with an estimated damage of USD$51.3 million, damaging 90% of Vava’u’s agriculture,
defoliating crops and devastating homes all over the island. It also forced the Latu family to seek temporary
shelter in their water tank.
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Photo: Talavao weighing cured vanilla beans with her two nieces whom John has employed from the village of ‘Utungake while John
compacts the beans in air tight CO2 packs for shipment to NZ.

Upon hearing the family’s plight John sent them money to help with a new roof. So happy was Mr. Latu with
John’ generosity, he offered him his four acre bush allotment to do with as he pleased and thus Heilala Vanilla
came into existence. John started planting 3 000 plants in 2003 and began harvesting around 2005 but his
plants only yielded 46kg of dried beans which is the equivalent of 230kg of fresh green vanilla with the ratio of
1:5 dry to green.
That 46kg was marketed by John’s daughter
Jennifer Boggies – co-owner of Heilala Vanilla, in
Tauranga, New Zealand to local restaurants and
cooking schools who came back to say that it was
the best vanilla they ever tasted; motivating John to
return to ‘Utungake for more. John employs up to 10
women during the high season and retains Latu’s
daughter – Talavao as his plantation manager and
employs her all year round. John currently pays
annual lease to the Latus and employs up to 10
female workers at the ‘Utungake packaging facility
during high seasons. Most of them are relatives of
the Latu family and live in the village of ‘Utungake.
Most are young dropouts who are helping their
families out of hardship.

Photo: Left - Jennifer Boggiss co-owner of Heilala Vanilla at the
Heilala Vanilla factory in Tauranga New Zealand. Top – Part of
Heilala Vanilla line

© Heilala Vanilla
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Photo: Heilala Vanilla drying rack

Short History of Vanilla in Tonga
Vanilla accounted for 16% of Tonga’s agricultural export during 1994-2004 and is Tonga’s second largest
export commodity (Fuavao, undated). History shows that vanilla was first brought to Koloa, Vava’u from
Tahiti by Soane Patita son of French
Vanilla prices paid to growers
adventurer, Charles Simonet who sailed in
(in TOP per kilo)
with Dumont D’Urville abroad the Astrolabe
in 1827. Vanilla grew wild in Koloa for a
Year
Green
Cured
Year
Green
Cured
century before it was reintroduced again in
Beans
Vanilla
Beans
Vanilla
the early 1900s by French Catholic
1971
1986
0.88
?
12.00
68.00
1973
1987
?
9.35
13.50
74.00
missionaries in Vava’u who tried to
1974
1988
0.88
9.92
11.00
52.00
establish it as a cash crop without success.
1977
1989
?
9.15
11.00
60.00
His Majesty King Taufa’ahau Tupou IV
1978
1990
?
19.84
10.00
60.00
reintroduced vanilla in the 1950s again with
1980
1991
4.41
50.00
10.00
60.00
the idea that it could bring income to small
1981
1992
4.00
?
12.00
81.00
holder farmers and began documenting
1982
1993
6.00
?
8.00
47.00
vanilla production in the early 1970s.
1983
1994
10.00
?
9.00
40.00
Tongan vanilla was certified for export into
1984
1995
12.00
?
9.50
?
Australia in 1966, expanding into the USA
1985
2003
13.00
70.00
50.00
?
and Great Britain by 1973 whereby then the
Citation: Van der Grijp, P. 1997. Brown Gold: official expectations and local
Tongan vanilla beans were considered as
assessment of the Tongan vanilla production
good as the Madagascar vanilla.
Production was Vava’u based because of its favourable proximity to the equator, making for prolonged dry
seasons favourable to vanilla growing unlike the main island of Tongatapu. Vanilla production in the Vava’u
group steadily increased from the 1970s until 1991 when ant-like weevils started to invade the fig trees which
the vanilla was growing on. This invasion caused rotting to the cuttings and damaged the vanilla industry, the
impact of which is shown in the adjacent table with green and cured beans peaking in 1992 before sharply
dropping in 1993. By the late 1990s people had cut down their vanilla plantations completely or abandoned it
to take up squash growing, which looked more promising with a Japanese secured market established. The
kava market also boomed in 1998-99 so a lot of farmers took up kava farming and squash and either
abandoned or destroyed their vanilla plantations. Unfortunately the squash industry didn’t last a decade and
the kava market collapsed in 2001.
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Challenge
John invited local farmers to revive and plant new
vanilla shoots after his early 2005 production
proved a feasible market for export. He started
encouraging farmers with old abandoned plots to
revive their farms as he was willing to buy their
vanilla whether green or dried. From 46kg in 2005
to a whopping 4 tonnes 2013, - that is 20 tonnes of
green beans earning the vanilla growers who sold
to John – TOP$500 000.00. Vanilla was making a
comeback for small time farmers especially from
the outer Vava’u islands. With the global economy
going into recession, and the destruction of vanilla
plantations in Madagascar and Indonesia who
produce 1/3 of the world’s vanilla in 2000 and by
2003 the vanilla market prices soared so high that
1kg of dried bean cost USD$500.00 minimum. By
then vanilla manufacturers turned to synthetic
vanilla and have since used synthetic vanilla
because of the high market price and volatile
nature of natural vanilla. With the call for more
organic products to be marketed, vanilla just might
be making its comeback, only time will tell.

FACTS ABOUT VANILLA
1. Vanilla is the only edible fruit of the orchid
family.
2. Species available in Tonga - vanilla planifolia
3. One flower produces only one fruit.
4. Vanilla flower: carry both male & female organs
5. Artificial Pollination is the only way to produce
the vanilla fruits in Tonga.
6. Vanilla flower only lasts one day, sometimes less
7. Replanting Vanilla in Tonga is mostly by vine
cutting.
8. The US is the world's largest consumer of vanilla,
followed by Europe - especially France.
9. Vanilla is used as a flavor in foods, beverages,
perfumes, industrial applications and as a fragrance
to conceal the strong smell of rubber tires, paint, and
cleaning products.
10. Dairy industry uses large %of the world's vanilla
in ice creams, yogurt, and other flavored dairy
products.

Banks have always been a supporter of agricultural development until the squash industry failed miserably in
the mid 2000’s. Most farmers who had taken out loans from the four existing banks – Westpac, ANZ, Tonga
Development Bank and MbF, faced bankruptcy because of the failed market. With the collapse of squash
prices most of the agricultural farmers and businesses were unable to repay their loans resulting in major
losses to banks that were unable to recover their money through liquidation processes, farmers became risks
to the banks. Banks were unwilling to offer loans to agricultural entrepreneurs and most farmers who were
bankrupt from the squash market faced liquidation and foreclosure. A lot of farmers were discouraged from
farming and turned to crop farming and local markets to make a living. Farmers who were willing to go
through the lengthy process of applying for a loan often did not acquire enough security to guarantee against
their loans. The Government and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF) also did not have
enough funds to support growers and donor agencies began to fund other projects that were more viable. The
agricultural sector as a result was left with a bad reputation for being unable to revive small holder farming to
encourage large scale farming projects because agricultural markets were marginal. Relationships between
banks and farmers was strained to say the least and only a handful of large scale farmers were able to find
their own markets and ship at their own cost.
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© TDB Bank
Photo: Ms. Leta Havea Kami the Acting Managing Director and her assistance of TDB together with ‘Alamoti Tautakitaki from
MORDI TT and Dan Vadnjal from IFAD during the signing of the MOU for the implementation of the SEG.

TRIP approached the four banks in 2012 to introduce the SEG. Banks were more inclined to help and signed
an MOU with SEG guaranteeing that SEG will only support reliable businesses that have a proven track
record of success. SEG reduces the total percentage of the loaned amount from 100% to just 60% as the
client fronts 20% matched by SEG’s 20% in a viable business venture with a current secured market. Thereby
the security check and scrutiny of the client has been carried out by SEG to determine reliability for financing,
and ability to repay the 60% loan from the bank. This was particularly helpful for John who did not have any
credit history with any of the Tongan banks. Heilala vanilla had not taken out any previous business loans
either in Tonga or New Zealand, financing their business venture entirely on the savings and personal loans of
John and his daughter Jennifer Boggiss.
When it comes to foreign investment in Tonga,
numbers are not very high. Heilala Vanilla is a
fairly small business and still at its infancy stage
but it has managed to revive a majority of rural
outer island community farmers who had no
market for their vanilla. SEG seeks to assist small
developing businesses who utilize the services
and purchase directly from such small holder
farmers so that agricultural trading could be
strengthened as it is a major income generator for
small isolated communities. Without a buyer and a
market such as Heilala Vanilla, these small holder
farmers will go back to selling root crops that
© Heilala Vanilla
would at the most bring them TOP$4 000.00 or
Photo: Staff of Heilala Vanilla outside the drying rack
less than a year. With vanilla they can earn up to
TOP$5 000.00 or more within nine months and still maintain their root crop, vegetable and fruit sales to earn
them at least TOP$9 000.00 annually which is more than 100% increase in family income.
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Photo: Heilala Vanilla sorting table with cm markings for sorting.

Activity
A vanilla farmer can sell green vanilla at $20/kg to John or grade A dried vanilla for $130/kg; grade B at
$120/kg and split or grade C vanilla at $90/kg. John is not the only vanilla buyer in Vava’u,- there are at least
three others but they do not export as much nor have they been in Vava’u for as long. When talking to John
and some of the community farmers, it was clear that vanilla’s biggest competition was and still is kava. When
farmers do not see themselves making a quick buck out of their vanilla, they cleared the vanilla fields and
planted kava for which is a huge market for locals in the United States, New Zealand and Australia. This was
the case in 1999 when the kava market boomed only to bust around 2001 while the vanilla market
boome2003
Heilala Vanilla has seen fluctuating growth
Heilala Vanilla Export Volume
rates since its establishment in 2005 and
(Kilograms)
from the table on the right, we can see
there was a sharp drop in export growth in
Green
Dried
Export
% of
Year
2010. SEG gave John the ultimate boost in
Beans
Beans
Value (TOP)
Growth
purchasing power ousting his competitors
200
40
4000
2005
575
115
11,000
188%
2006
and pulling prices to an all-time high of
1,900
380
38,000
230%
2007
TOP$130/kg. When John asked TRIP for
3,525
705
68,000
86%
2008
support last year he also sought the
9,270
1,854
150,000
176%
2009
support of the locals by encouraging them
10,355
2,071
180,000
7%
2010
to revive their vanilla fields and pollinating
14,065
2,813
281,300
36%
2011
them from last year so that they can bear
17,500
3,500
315,000
24%
2012
beans for harvesting this year. Most
20,000
4,000
500,000
14%
2013
farmers did not anticipate that vanilla
24,000
6000
650,000
20%
2014
prices for both green and cured beans was
50,000
10,000
1,500,000
108%
2015
going to be as high proving that
Heilala Vanilla’s total exports since 2005 ©Heilala Vanilla
competition on the market was most
rewarding for small time farmers.
Some farmers who cleared abandoned plots from the mid-90s were able to get their vanilla plants to flower
and pollinate last year for harvesting this season. Some are clearing their plots this year for pollination
because of the successful market anticipating an increase in market price next year.
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© Heilala Vanilla

Photo: Heilala Vanilla drying table outside their yards at ‘Utungake- Vava’u

Supplemental Equity Grant
The SEG provided John with 20% of his
capital which was a total of TOP$45,000.00
and was matched by his own 20% of
TOP$45,000.00 which he then put through
for a small short term business loan of
TOP$160,000.00 to make up for the 60%
capital for 2013. He expects to yield a
TOP$250,000.00 profit from this year’s
purchasing and close off his 60% loan from
ANZ within the six months’ time frame the
bank has allowed on his term.

KEY FACTS
© Heilala Vanilla

SEG contribution
TOP 45,000 ~ USD 24,000
Heilala Vanilla Equity contribution
TOP 45,000 ~ USD 24,000
ANZ Bank
TOP 160,000 ~ USD 85,000

Total Investment
TOP 250,000 ~ USD 133,000

The SEG is just the support John needs in order to pay small
community farmers up front before he ships the beans to New
Zealand for processing. It is a risky business, one that is dictated
by current market price and demand. As long as there is a
Heilala Vanilla company and as long as there is a market and
demand for it, John will continue to purchase at competitive
prices from the local communities enhancing their economic
status and reviving the local agricultural Vava’u economy with a
hopeful market in the Niuas and ‘Eua
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© Heilala Vanilla
Photo: A mature vanilla beans with yellow tips

Photo: John John and Talavao with the Vanilla grower of Hunga at the Community Town Hall during the meeting- Vava’u

In order to support John increase the success of the SEG investment, MORDI’s Operation Manager – Mr
‘Alamoti Tautakitaki facilitated meetings with 23 farmers in Hunga, Vava’u in September 2012. This meeting
was held after a survey was carried out by the MORDI Tonga Trust team identifying actual number of viable
growers for business. This survey and meeting cemented the trust of growers knowledge on the availability of
a viable market and thereby increasing the number of both growers and size of plantations. The meeting was
also an opportunity for the farmers to negotiate directly with and bargain at competitive prices starting at
$14/kg for green beans for the 2013 harvest. Hunga held the highest number of vanilla growers compared to
other rural outer islands and even the mainland Vava’u growers. There were no contracts signed with Heilala
Vanilla and all negotiations were based on the guarantee that John would purchase all the vanilla that the
outer island communities had to offer if the price for them was right. MORDI made sure that the vanilla
growers throughout
their 11 outer island communities
were aware of the same
negotiations made in Hunga so
that they were free to make their
decisions based on the best
market value that they can get for
their beans. The support given to
John under SEG was to help him
secure purchase from the local
growers and where possible
purchase in bulk from the outer
island growers first before buying
from the mainland growers in
order to abide by the SEG
Photo: Vanilla farmer of Hunga during the meeting with John John at the Hunga Community regulation of purchasing from
Town Hall during the meeting- Vava’u
TRIP member communities first.
What happens when the growers come to the market to sell their green and cured beans was entirely up to
them and of course the market proved to be more rewarding than they had expected.
Farmers voiced their concerns over previous ventures under uncertain markets where they produced a lot of
Vanilla that went to waste. John assured the farmers that he guarantee purchase if farmers were willing to
maintain their plantation. The farmers agreed that if John could secure purchasing, they can continue to farm
and even expand their plantation as long as their efforts are not in vain. The maximum price for green beans
in 2012 was TOP$12.00/kg. Before harvesting when this meeting was held, John and the growers agreed at
TOP$14.00/kg. Growers could not believe their luck and some even regretted not reviving more of their
abandoned plantations
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Photo: Mr. ‘Alamoti Tautakitaki with the Town Officer of Kolofo’ou Niuafo’ou Mr. Lusa Pita and the youth on a demonstration plot

Securing the loyalty of farmers under a contract has been the downfall of many a vanilla exporting companies,
as Vava’u has seen in the past with Leimatu’a Cooperative, Sia ko Kafoa Cooperative, Vava’u Vanilla, Spices
Cooperation and many other cooperatives set up in the past aimed at regulating market prices for the benefit of
the exporter and not the farmers.
Prices get unfairly regulated and as a result
farmers often go with the next best crop that
comes along. Even though the vanilla
industry came under duress after the weevil
attacks in 1991 and the dramatic fall of
prices, there remained a handful of vanilla
exporters such as Loni Sanft of Ha’alaufuli
who secured an American market for his
export. Tae and Siaki Guttenbeil along with
their son Albert also exported vanilla over the
years under the vanilla export station at the
Small Industries in Neiafu. Tavake Tonga
also kept a few growers in business well after
the fall of the vanilla industry in Vava’u. Tae
and Siaki along with their son are now
secured buyers for Heilala Vanilla purchasing
Photo: Mr. Lopeti To’ia of Nuapapu – Vava’u a Vanilla Grower returning
home after days works in his plantation.
both green and cured beans from local
mainland farmers and selling to John.
These buyers are potential clients for the SEG given their role as facilitating buyers and are open to apply if
they wish.
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Photo: Mr. ‘Alamoti Tautakitaki with Town Officer and Vanilla Grower of Petani - Niuafo’ou on a Vanilla plot that need revitalise

Identifying New Growers
Niuafo’ou, Tonga’s northern most island, was a hub for vanilla growing in the past and still have overgrown
plantations from the past ventures. The Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF) still has a
maintained plantation who have talked to John about purchasing their beans next year. MAFF has a curing
shed and skilled workers who can help the local farmers cure their beans before shipping it to Vava’u. A total
of 91 new vanilla farmers have been identified during the TRIP visit for project submissions in August. Each
farmer will plant 400 plants within their town allotments for easy management by both men and women. They
aim to plant at least 2 ft shoots so they could harvest as early as in two years’ time. Shoots will be taken from
abandoned vanilla plantations located around their bush allotments. Niuafo’ou is the best place to plant vanilla
as it is has higher solar exposure than Vava’u as due to its proximity to the equator. ‘Eua has proven
successful this year after negotiations with John and MAFF ‘Eua who took on their task as facilitating quality
assurance agents dictated by the Fruit Export Act by ensuring only export quality beans are weighed for
export.

Photo: Young farmers of ‘Esia
Niuafo’ou who have signed up
to grow vanilla as part of the
‘Esia Community sub-project
under TRIP Community
Development Component
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Photo: Abandoned vanilla plantations have been recently cleared with the hope that they can flower for harvesting next year.

It is clear that reviving the vanilla market is impossible without the help of the Government and the private
sector. The latter taking on an initial role in initiating a market directing and securing small holder farmers into
replanting vanilla. The breakdown in communication and relationship between the farmer and the buyer is
also a barrier that needs to be addressed by both in order to ensure the longevity of the local market. The
local farmers also need to know that the market is not dictated by themselves but by an international force as
Tonga produces only a fraction of vanilla compared to other Pacific nations like Fiji, Tahiti and PNG, let alone
Madagascar.

Photo: Mr. Suka Lavelua of Kolofo’ou Niuafo’ou – a Vanilla grower returning home after
a day of work in the plantation.
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Farmers need to be educated
on the economics of the supply
and demand market before
history repeats itself when
farmers pulled out their vanilla in
order to grow kava when kava
prices boomed. It has been
more than 60 years since the
most significant revival of the
market by His late Majesty King
Taufa’ahau Tupou IV and yet
the vanilla market is still
promising. Perhaps taking the
initial step in securing markets
and reviving plantations will
once again encage our the
Government, overseas donors
and projects to realize that the
agriculture sector is the only
lifeline to small holder outer
island farmers.
Perhaps once again, vanilla
farming will be supported on a
national scale for economic and
social development.

Photo: Newly planted vanilla belong to Mr. Sione Pangai from the Island of Kapa – Vava’u.

Vanilla is the only export with its own Regulation of
the Fruit Export (Vanilla) Regulations 1993 or the
Fruit Export Act which regulates vanilla processing
into two types of cured beans – Grade 1 and 2. The
Act also calls for the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (MAF) currently known as the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF) to play an
active role in the classification of beans to make sure
only quality beans are exported, though there is some
doubt that a MAFF agent is present during processing
and weigh ins, as the Ministry probably does not have
sufficient resources for several officers to carry out
the inspections.
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Vanilla in the Outer Island Communities
Napa’a Halatanu of Hunga grew vanilla back in 1989 with his
father and continued to do so when the market was good. Vava’u
saw its highest vanilla export in 1991 to be at 24 tonnes of cured
vanilla beans totaling about 96 tonnes of green beans as green
vanilla back then had a ratio of about 1kg cured equaling 4kg in
green (1:4), perhaps they knew how to process cured vanilla
better back then. However it was an ad hoc venture and when the
price of green vanilla dropped to an all-time low of $6.00/kg and
no exporting market in the mid-90s, most farmers gave up and
either cleared the vanilla plantations to plant other crops or left
their lots to overgrow with weed. Napa’a was one of the latter and
when he was encouraged to plant or clean up his plantation, he
cleared the weed from his 24 year old plantation and found them
soon flowering vivaciously last September. He worked on his own
and pollinated his 2 acre plantation and within eight months he
started harvesting his beans.
Vanilla Exports
(in tonnes)
Year
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Tons
1
4
11
8
2
4
5
12
9
12
4
20

Year
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Tons
6
10
9
8
24
6
10
10
20
25
3016

The beauty of an unkept vanilla plantation is
that one can revive the plantation and wait for
immediate flowering rather than the three year
wait for maturity if planting a seedling. As
proven by Napa’a, old and unkept plantations
can be revived for immediate flowering and
pollination.

Table: Van der Grijp, P. 1997. Brown Gold: official
expectations and local assessment of the Tongan vanilla
production

Napa’a like many of his fellow farmers signed a contract to sell his beans to Queen Fine Foods who were new
buyers in the market this year, but when he came into Neiafu to sell his beans, he found out that Queen Fine
Foods was buying at TOP$13.00/kg while Heilala Vanilla was buying at TOP$18.00 and eventually $20.00 for
green beans. Contracts are not a concept that communities are familiar with and its like offering natives a
treaty written in English which most don’t understand. To top it off the contracts were signed on the spot
during the first weeks of harvesting without any prior consultation as John had done with the MORDI’s
assistance. Napa’a yielded just a little over 250 kilograms of green beans most were sold in sacks of about 25
kilograms to John. He retained one sack and dried it himself which yielded about 5.5 kilograms of dried
beans. He sold it to John for over TOP$650.00 totaling his income to over TOP$5,000.00. According to most
farmers if they knew how profitable the vanilla market was going to be they would have pollinated more and
upgrade their drying skills. They are looking forward to next year’s harvest as some of his plants are now
already blooming.
The 23 Hunga growers have gotten
together and are now working as a
team to clear old vanilla plantations
and secure drying racks for next
year so that they can pollinate
during September and October for
harvesting next May and June. Most
of their harvest next year will be
dried in their community before they
ship them into the main island next
year for selling. If they sold for
TOP$90.00-TOP$130.00 this year,
they can only imagine the prices
© Heilala Vanilla
next year going up by at least 50%.
John is not surprised if the price of
Photo: Heilala Vanilla drying yard
vanilla doubles next year.
Community growers like Napa’a have reaped the benefits of vanilla and are ready to produce at maximum
output next year with the hopes that the market will stay as it is or increase in their favour.
Since they will be attempting to dry most
of their vanilla, farmers are in dire need
of drying knowledge and equipment.
This might sound a lot more complicated
than it actually is, all they need is a
thermometer to keep track of the
temperature that they need to boil water
for curing, about 63 degrees celsius and
the knowledge of the right steps to
curing the beans. TRIP plans to help
these local farmers by providing them
with proper knowledge and instruments
that they need in order to sustain a
steady vanilla income.

FACTS ABOUT VANILLA
1. Vanilla has four stages of processing : harvest, killing, sweating,
and drying
2. Vanilla beans are harvested while green but the tips turn yellow
and odorless.
3. Killing - tissue of the bean is killed to prevent further growing
mostly by hot water and sun
4. Sweating – the beans are kept for 7 to 10 days under hot and
humid conditions, usually placed into fabric covered boxes
immediately after boiling. This allows enzymes to process the
compounds in the beans into vanillin and other compounds important
to the ultimate vanilla flavor.
5. Drying - vanilla beans are dried in the sun to prevent rotting and
to lock it’s aroma.
6. Cured vanilla beans lose 60% - 70% of their moisture and will
exhibit their fullest aromatic qualities.
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Photo: A Vanilla Plantation that own by Samisoni Po’uli of Hunga Community who has been veteran

Women were largely employed in past vanilla production for the pollination
process which is a delicate hand process of pollinating each flower by hand,
with the lifespan on each flower being 24hours. A broken flower results in no
pollination and pollination rates are quite low with less than half the pollinated
flowers bearing beans. Therefore if you have 4 000 plants only 2 000 plants
will yield beans at most. As it is labor intensive, the short lifespan of the flower
also accounts for loss of yield and since it blooms only once a year this takes
a toll on the industry. There is no special care that goes into the plants as they
are grown on fig trees, which take about four to five months to reach a
maturity so that it could hold a young vanilla plant in a symbiotic relationship.
Weeding is only needed when the figs are small and once they mature.
Weekly visits to the plantation is enough to make sure that the vanilla is
growing upward and new shoots are planted onto the ground firmly.

© Heilala Vanilla

Just as Napa’a was able to maintain his 2 acre plantation, John feels that women could venture into vanilla
growing because it is not an arduous task and does not require much physical strength as other crops. Many
widows in the outer islands have started their own vanilla plantations beside their homes.
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Photo: A Vanilla Plantation that won the award for best Vanilla Plantation to be inspected during the Agricultural Show 2013. Owner
Ma’ake Po’uli of Hunga Community

When it comes to pollinating the flowers, delicate hands are required as a single plant can produce up to 50
beans or about a kilo of green beans. Napa’a and his group of 23 men from Hunga have already started
working together to tend to each member’s plantation spending about one to two hours per plantation in a
rotation and planting at least 500 new fig trees for each member. The new plants will be ready for harvest in
about two to three years and if the market is steady, John will keep increasing his purchase by at least 20%
annually.
This is great news for growers like
Napa’a who welcome the freedom
of being financially independent.
Women and youth have also
helped out in the plantations
especially during the pollination
process.
John tries to employ
mainly women in his factory and
they usually bring their small
children with them to work. It is
clear that the SEG given to John
has improved his purchasing power
by enabling him to purchase from
the local farmers at competitive
rates, thus securing him 2 tonnes in
cured beans for export to New
Zealand.

Photo: Most of the outer island vanilla farmers have to travel by small boats like
this in open waters to get to Neiafu just to weigh their harvest.

Women have also taken up vanilla planting and have in the past proven to be better vanilla growers and
pollinators than their male counterparts. It is just a matter of time and effort before they see the best fruits of
their labour and Tonga can once again take its stand as one of the world’s best vanilla producers.
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Photo: One of the Vanilla Plantation at Hunga belong to one of the youth Mr. ‘Onani Finau.

With Heilala Vanilla broadening their export into USA and Japan, John predicts an increase of between 4 or 5
tonnes next year maybe even more. With Queen Fine Foods also on the market for the “brown gold” as Van
der Grijp called it, we can all look forward to a vanilla revival similar to that we have seen in the past. The next
step now lies in the protection of small farmers from unfair market prices by educating them on the proper
methods of vanilla growing as their forefathers had learned from their fathers.
Most vanilla farmers who knew the proper methods of planting and curing are now in their late 70’s and 80’s
and farmers like Napa’a still have a lot of learning ahead of them which can be supported by TRIP and
MORDI. At the same time exporters like John and Queen need protection through price margins and floors so
that they are guaranteed consistent quality production year after year for continuous export. Even if the vanilla
prices go down by half, farmers who have grown and cleared more than two acres can still make enough to
compensate for their annual production.
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Photo: This young drop out was employed by John shortly after her father’s funeral in order to support her mother and remaining siblings.

Intercropping of plants to include
taro, sweet potatoes, giant taros and
other crops have been successfully
done in the past in order to ensure
that all families have enough crops
for their own consumption and
plenty left over to sell at the local or
main market. With the increasing
number of yachts on the shores of
Vava’u local farmers have found
many ways to sell crops, fruits and
vegetables without having to leave
their islands. Vanilla growers have
been able to feed their families and
earn a consistent income while
waiting for their annual harvest.
Farmers from all 11 MORDI
communities are adamant to work
together to ensure that they produce
at maximum output while at the
same time produce the best quality
vanilla beans they could harvest.

Photo: Mr. Sateki Kivalu vanilla plantation planted together with tabiocca – Nuapapu
Island – Vava’u .
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Photo: A vanilla plantation belonging to one of the single mothers in Falevai is planted at her backyard for easy access to plantation and
home chores showing vanilla growing is not just by men but a business venture for women as well.

TRIP hopes to financially support other small businesses that purchase directly from small outer island
farmers in order to encourage trading among the smaller communities and not just the main island farmers.
The enhancement of sustainable livelihoods can only be accomplished when small businesses, small holder
farmers, NGOs and the local government support and promote trading in areas that are geographically
isolated such as the Niuas. Vanilla revival has certainly supported a lot of families during the months of May to
September as there are many kavenga (obligations) to be borne. What is needed now is for the local farmers
to prioritize their spending and save for the future. They also need to be educated on the mechanics of the
economies of scale so that vanilla production can be maintained for future production because it is the only
crop that the northern islands can successfully cultivate and export. Now that there will be increase in
temperature and rainfall, farmers need to be aware of the weather patterns in order to help them harvest at
maximum output.
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